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1); 2); 3); 4); 5)







, the two sheets being separated by the inverse of order of the weak scale, while
the Minkowski space-timeM
4
is assumed to be continuous. On the other hand, there is a growing
attention to a possibility
6); 7); 8); 9); 10)
that our present space-time geometry would change and the
space-time coordinates become noncommutative at very short distances. The non-commutativity
scale is fundamentally dierent from the weak scale and supposed
7)
to be of order of the Planck
length. The noncommutative geometry
2)
provides us with a suitable mathematical framework to
describe such a noncommutative space-time structure. In this paper we ask ourselves how the two
dierent scales appear in the noncommutative gauge theories (NCGT)
9); 10); 11); 12); 13); 14); 15); 16)
by




in the framework of NCGT.














is a real antisymmetric tensor commutingwith x^

, the spinor  (x) should be regarded as
an operator-valued function  (x^), which is an element of an algebra A
x





1), and the partial derivative @
































Here and hereafter we assume that the matrix  = (

) is invertible.
There arise new features in NCGT apart from its nonlocality. The most prominent one is that
the noncommutative U(1) has a eld strength of Yang-Mills (YM) type.
9); 10); 11); 13); 14); 15); 16)
The
other is that the YM action but not the YM Lagrangian are gauge-invariant. Similarly, if the
gauge transformation for  (x^) is acted upon also from the right, namely,  (x^)! g(x^) (x^)u
y
(x^)
provided that the matrix multiplication is consistently calculable, only the Dirac action becomes
gauge-invariant. We shall argue that, if the fermion mass is not gauge-invariant, the combination
of the left and right actions determines the pattern of the Higgs mechanism generating the input





of the standard model regards the Hilbert space of spinors and their





being the opposite algebra of the




in such a way that each factor contains avor and color, separately, while an
Abelian factor is present in both. The unitary group of the algebra A has two U(1)s, whereas the
standard model gauge group possesses only one. This leads to one additional requirement, the
unimodularity condition
2); 3)
, to reconstruct the standard model in Connes' scheme. As we have
shown recently
19)
, it happens to determine the correct hypercharge assignment uniquely if 
R
exist in each generation. In this paper, considering the leptonic sector only, we shall show that
the factorization is naturally obtained by the two-sided gauge transformation without introducing
the doubled spinor.
In the next section we dene Connes' YM on noncommutative space-times in the operator
formalism and apply it to formulate a noncommutative Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GWS) model
in the leptonic sector, which contains two Higgs doublets. In order to study the Higgs mechanism
in our noncommutative GWS model, we rewrite the noncommutative Connes' YM in terms of
the Weyl-Moyal description
20); 21)
in x4. It turns out that the model contains two massless and
two massive neutral gauge elds in addition to the charged ones in the gauge bosons sector. The
neutral components become a single massless and a single massive neutral gauge elds in the
commutative limit
)
. Similarly the two Higgs doublets become related, leaving a single standard
Higgs doublet, in the commutative limit. The nal section is devoted to discussions. There are
two technical Appendices.
x2. Noncommutative Dirac-Yukawa action and noncommutative Connes' YM



















 (x)D (x); (2
.
1)











being the n-dimensional unit matrix, and the (n-component)
































T ( k). The trace tr is taken in the Hilbert space in which the
operators x^

are represented, and normalized
)




By the commutative limit we always mean the limit 

! 0 in the Lagrangian level.
)
We shall prove the trace formula tr
^






(k) in the Appendix A.
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) denotes the set of n-dimensional square matrices with elements
in the algebra A
x
. The gauge invariance demands the replacement of the derivative [p^





with the covariant derivative,
[p^

;  (x^)]! [p^

;  (x^)] +A











































































































;  (x^)] +A(x^) (x^)   (x^)B(x^) M (x^)); (2
.
7)
where we have assumed that M is gauge-invariant.
Since p^





















































































































where Tr includes the trace over the internal symmetry matrices in addition to the previously-








(x^). We should delete the second term in the above
equation if the gauge eld B

appears already in F

in order to avoid the double counting.
Since the determinant for the operator-valued gauge function g(x^) can not be well-dened,
we can formulate only noncommutative U(2) but not noncommutative SU(2). (We may extend
2 ! N .) Moreover, the commutative limit of noncommutative U(2) is U(1)  SU(2) YM with
the same coupling constant. In order to recover U(1)  SU(2) YM with the dierent coupling
constants it is preferable to consider noncommutative U(2) which is reduced to SU(2) YM in
the commutative limit, plus additional noncommutative U(1)
2
(with the same coupling constant)
reduced to commutative U(1). In such noncommutative U(2) an Abelian gauge eld mixed with
the non-Abelian gauge elds on noncommutative space-times would `disappear' in the commu-
tative limit because it is proportional to  for small , while the non-Abelian gauge elds exist
for  ! 0. If such a model is possible, it will serve to dene a noncommutative GWS model
which is reduced to the usual GWS theory in the commutative limit. We shall argue below that
a noncommutative Connes' YM may play a role in this direction.




























































(x^) = 1; (2
.
12)
to obtain after taking the sum over the index i in constructing the sensible action the gauge elds
A(x^)and B(x^) in Eq. (2
.































13) is similar to Connes' expression for YM gauge eld. In fact, in the commutative














We dene the eld strength by the wedge product
19)


































































































































involves only the physical elds.
If M is not gauge-invariant and fermions exist in chiral multiplets, we use the chiral decom-













































being the number of generations. The 
5
matrix is inserted for later convenience. The
`gauge' transformations (2
.






(x^) are to be extended to those of 2  2




































); f = a; b: (2
.
17)























































. The gauge eld



















































































































In order to construct the bosonic action we again employ the wedge product
19)
of the Dirac


























































Unfortunately, however, there is a nuisance in this denition because F (x^) does not vanish









(x^)] = 0. This is a common feature
1); 2); 3); 4); 5)
in Connes' YM,
which arises from the ambiguity in dening the exterior derivative as given by the rst term in
Eq. (2
.
22) based on the sum (2
.
18).
To overcome the diÆculty we resort to a subtraction method similar to Connes' one
1); 2); 3); 4); 5)
of introducing a quotient algebra. It consists of subtracting o the piece hF (x^)i, which is a matrix






















(x^)] = 0, from F (x^).

























is a matrix of the same form as y(x^). Consequently, we obtain



































if both are hermitian. The sub-
tracted piece is uniquely determined by the orthogonality.
7




















































































































































































































































fuse into a single Higgs doublet in the commutative limit since the operators dening them become
commutative in that limit
)
. It follows from Eq. (2
.
20) that, under the gauge transformation by
)










(x) in terms of the second
Pauli matrix 
2
. The change of the spectrum is characteristic to our formulation of a noncommutative GWS

































On the other hand, the gauge transformation,  (x^)! g(x^) (x^)u
y
(x^), for the chiral leptons gets
factorized in the commutative limit into two factors
18) )
.













































































































































































































; h(x^)] = [p^























are expressed in terms of the gauge coupling
constants, N
g
and the generation-space traces of the matrices m
1;2
.
In NCYMH action (2
.








(x^). We now turn to study the Higgs mechanism on noncommutative space-times.
)
It should be remembered that the factorization of the gauge transformations in Connes' scheme is required to
reproduce the correct hypercharge of leptons using the doubled spinor
18)
in accord with Connes' real structure
3)
.
Here we do not have to introduce the doubled spinor in order to obtain the correct charge assignment.
9
x3. Noncommutative GWS model in the leptonic sector
Since the Higgs mechanism in our noncommutative GWS model becomes most transparent
in the Weyl-Moyal description of the noncommutative Connes' YM, we shall rst translate the


















T (k + k
0















































































































































































































































































(x)  [D; b
i

















































. The noncommutative Dirac-Yukawa
action (2
.





















 (x) + A(x)   (x)   (x) B(x) + i
5
H(x)   (x)): (3
.
5)










 (x)! U(x) 











A(x) = g(x) A(x)  g
y





B(x) = U(x) B(x)  U
y

























































); U(x)  U
y
(x) = 1: (3
.
7)











. The YM sector is well-known. The Higgs kinetic energy term in
Eq. (2
.


























































































































































































for b 2 C.
11
We nd that in the commutative limit the integrand is reduced to the usual Higgs potential for
a single Higgs doublet.




is attained by non-vanishing vacuum
expectation value (VEV) h(x)i of the Higgs eld (x). We seek for the minimum by assuming





















. The rest is minimized if
h
y






































































with U(x)  U
y
(x) = 1. Remember that the same function U(x) as in Eq. (3
.
6) appears also in
g
R
(x). Consequently, we should retain only the rst term in Eq. (2
.










(x)  hi  U(x) = h
L
























This together with Eq. (3
.






































































It can be shown that we are left with two neutral and one charged massive Higgses among






















This assumption is motivated by generating the input fermion mass by the Higgs mechanism.
12
commutative limit.












































































(x) in Eq. (3
.










. Namely, the gauge eld A
L

(x) is for noncommutative U(2) reduced
to commutative SU(2). Similarly, the gauge eld A
R

(x) is for noncommutative U(1)
2
(with
the same coupling constant) reduced to commutative U(1). Consequently, we have two dierent















































































































































































(x) are not traceless in contrast to the
model in Ref.18).
)





















































in the commutative limit.






































































In the commutative limit we have A
0
















(x), the same spectrum as in the neutral gauge bosons sector of the GWS theory.
We write the gauge interactions of the chiral fermions as follows:

 (x) A(x)   (x)  








































































































noncommutative space-times, although it escapes the interaction in the commutative limit as it is
gauge-singlet in GWS theory. In the commutative limit Eq. (3
.












and the leptons (; e) have the electric charges
(0; e). On noncommutative space-times the unbroken symmetry is described by the gauge
transformation (3
.
14). Consequently, in our noncommutative GWS model in the leptonic sector










. It can be
seen from E. (3
.
19) that, in the tree level, only one `photon', A

, couples to the neutrino, while
both `photons' interact with the electron. Similarly, the neutrino couples to Z

only but the





in the tree level. The neutral gauge elds become degenerate
into the photon and Z
0





We have dened Connes' YM on noncommutative space-times. It contains more physical
degrees of freedom than those in the commutative Connes' YM. We have considered a noncom-
mutative GWS model in the leptonic sector. The model predicts that, in addition to the extra
massive Higgses, there are two independent massless as well as two independent massive neutral
gauge elds on noncommutative space-times. They become degenerate into the photon and Z
0
,
respectively, in the commutative limit.












































































! g(x)  q(x)  v
T
(x);











(x)  v(x) = 1. The new gauge elds
associated with v(x) are the gluons. There is a ninth gluon G
0









(x) in the commutative limit in order to reproduce the correct assignment






(x) which is automatic in the leptonic sector. This may raise a problem in
extending our noncommutative GWS model to a noncommutative standard model. This point
15
will be a subject in a forthcoming paper.
Non-commutativity of the operator or Moyal products implies that a noncommutative gen-
eralization of the conventional eld theory model is not unique. As an example we consider a
noncommutative QED for leptons (; e) with only a single Abelian gauge eld A

. The relevant




(x)! U(x)  (x)  U
y
(x);
e(x)! U(x)  e(x):


































is a doublet on noncommutative
space-times. In this case both  and e should receive the (unbroken) gauge transformation from
both sides, since the neutrino is neutral. Our gauge transformation (3
.
14) is chosen to meet this
assumption. But in that case we necessarily have two `photons' which become a single photon in
the commutative limit. There is a change in the spectrum of our noncommutative generalization
of QED for the leptons (; e).
The non-commutativity parameter is very small so that we may work in the rst-order approx-
imation. We rewrite the -A

coupling in Eq. (3
.





















-interaction in Eq. (3
.

























































(x): Although it is impossible to cast this extra one






































































Or, it may be illegitimate to attempt to expand a noncommutative GWS model with respect
to the non-commutativity parameter although the commutative limit can be discussed already in
the Lagrangian level. We have not yet succeeded in nding an appropriate language of describing
the change of the spectrum in our theory.
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Appendix A
In this Appendix we prove the trace formula tr
^







case was treated in Ref. 17).
We can always convert the (invertible) matrix  = (

















































; others = 0:









































































(x) such that, in the rst-order approximation, the







































(x) upon integration is gauge-












































































































; [A;B] : c number
to obtain
^




























: (A  1)
Since the trace is independent of the basis in the Hilbert space spanned by x^

, we evaluate it in
the coherent states basis
tr
^

















; (A  2)








j0i with ^j0i =
^
j0i = 0. Substituting Eq. (A 1) into Eq. (A 2) we nd
tr
^



































































































































































































Needless to say the gauge elds A
L;R

(x) of Eq. (3
.
15) must become traceless
18)
in the commuta-
tive limit. The purpose of this Appendix is to prove this statement in our formulation.

























































































(x)). Because of the -product they are in-













































have used the anti-hermiticity.









(x) enjoy the same gauge trans-


































































































































(x). As in the previous case, however, in the commutative limit we can









































(x) in the commutative limit.
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